Rooted in tradition. For over 70 years, Knoll has used modern design to connect people with their work, their lives and their world. Our founders, Hans and Florence Knoll, embraced the creative genius at the Cranbrook Academy of Art and the Bauhaus School to create new types of modern furniture. Their approach, where craftsmanship joined with technology through the use of design, anchors our perspective and shapes the values we live by today.

Since our founding in 1938, we have been recognized as a design leader worldwide. We believe good design is good business. Our commitment to innovation and modern design has yielded an extensive portfolio of furniture, and our designs are exhibited in major art museums worldwide. Our landmark collaborations with celebrated architects and designers, including Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Eero Saarinen, Harry Bertoia, Marcel Breuer, Warren Platner and Frank Gehry, have led to some of the most influential designs of the twentieth century.

In 1929, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe designed a chair with a single concept in mind. His Barcelona Chair, created for the German Pavilion at the Barcelona World Exposition, stood for the synthesis of old and new; it blended the comfort of home with the thrill of innovation. Nearly eight decades later, the chair is still a classic. This point of view, nurtured by Florence Knoll, has become the trademark of our design heritage. Today, it connects us with a new generation seeking workplaces that are comfortable for everyday living, with new designs by Cini Boeri, Ross Lovegrove and Joseph Paul D’Urso.

KnollStudio® is an unparalleled resource for furniture for the workplace and the home with an unwavering belief in the power and utility of modern design. Offering timeless, enduring designs for lounge and reception areas, workplace environments, dining facilities, healthcare organizations and educational institutions, we turn spaces of high visibility into places of comfort and distinction.
Reception + Lounge

Welcome visitors to your space. With a range of modern designs that inspire and endure, KnollStudio expresses organizations’ values and aspirations.
Top:
Krefeld Sofa and Lounge Chair
Florence Knoll Coffee and End Table

Bottom left:
Hans and Florence Knoll, c. 1946

Bottom right:
Divina Lounge Chair
Florence Knoll Sofa and Lounge Chair
Florence Knoll End Table
Platner Coffee Table
Barcelona Chair
Barcelona Table
Divina Sofa and Lounge Chair
Top:
Womb Chair
Maya Lin Coffee Table

Bottom:
Florence Knoll Bench
Barcelona Chair
Top left:  
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, c. 1965

Top right:  
Risom Lounge Chair  
Amoeba Shaped Coffee Table

Left:  
Gary Lee Sofa  
Saarinen Executive Arm Chair  
Florence Knoll End Table
Cini Boeri Lounge Chairs and Sofa
Nakashima Splay-Leg Table
Florence Knoll End Table
Top:
Barcelona Chair
Florence Knoll End Table

Bottom:
MR Lounge Chair
Barcelona Chair and Couch
Entertaining + Dining

Set the stage for collaboration and conviviality. KnollStudio seating and dining tables address the functional and aesthetic needs of today’s marketplace.
Above: Bertoia Barstool
Below: Isamu Noguchi, 1965
Platner Dining Table
Platner Arm Chair and Stool
Four Seasons Stool
Gigi Chair and Barstool
This means we’re direct and honest with our clients at all levels.

We tell it like it is.

There is no time and place for jargon ridden reports.

We care as much about our clients’ business as they do.

So we put ourselves in their shoes and focus on practical actions that get results.
Tubular Brno Chair
Saarinen Executive Arm Chair
Arena Table
Bird Chair and Ottoman
Bertoia Barstool
Top left:
Chip Chair
Arena Table

Top right:
X3 Chair

Left:
Sprite Chair
Propeller Column Base Table
Research + Learning

Inspire knowledge and creativity. KnollStudio shapes environments that enhance the dynamic process of learning with a collection of tables and seating solutions for classrooms, libraries and training facilities.
SM2 Lounge Chair and Sofa
Womb Chair
Florence Knoll End Table
Flat Bar Brno Chair
Propeller Conference Table
Barcelona Chair
Saarinen Side Table
Divina Lounge Chair
Top left:
Toledo Chair
Pensi Table

Top right:
Saarinen Executive Armless Chair
Krefeld Lounge Chair
Krefeld End Table

Bottom left:
Propeller Training Table
Privacy Screen
Propeller Training Table
Plexus Box
Gigi Chair
Suzanne Lounge Chair
Maya Lin Stone
Sprite Chair
Meeting + Workplace
Define the modern workplace. KnollStudio articulates function and style with thoughtful, inventive products that respond to individual work styles and transcend multiple generations.
Saarinen Table
Bertoia Side Chair
Florence Knoll Table Desk
Saarinen Executive Arm Chair
Florence Knoll Coffee Table
Top left:
RL1 Table Desk
RL11 Tri-Oval Table
RL9S Credenza
Platner Arm Chair

Top right:
Florence Knoll and Planning Group, c. 1952

Left:
Florence Knoll Table Desk
Flat Bar Brno Chair
Krefeld Lounge Chair
Krefeld Sofa
Florence Knoll Coffee Table
Womb Chair and Ottoman
Bertoia Barstool
Maya Lin Stones
Flat Bar Brno Chair
Top left:
Crinion Chair

Top Right:
Platner Dining Table
Platner Arm Chair

Left:
Florence Knoll Credenza
Florence Knoll Table Desk
Saarinen Executive Chair
Saarinen Tulip Chair
Saarinen Table
Florence Knoll Credenza
Florence Knoll Bench
Saarinen Executive Arm Chair
Saarinen Table
Side Chairs and Barstools

Twist Barstool
AMAT 3
Available with seat cover in bar and counter heights

Bertoia Side Chair
HARRY BERTOIA
Also available in a variety of finish and upholstery options
>> Page 30, 40

Bertoia Barstool
HARRY BERTOIA
Available in bar and counter heights. Also available in a variety of finish and upholstery options
>> Page 4, 17, 23, 46, 47

Coca Chair
MARCEL BREUER
Also available without arms and fully upholstered versions

Jamaica® Barstool
PETE CORTES
Available in bar and counter height
>> Page 22

Hat Trick™ Chair
FRANK GEHRY
Also available with seatpad

Crinion Chair
JONATHAN CRINION
Also available without arms and in a variety of finish and upholstery options
>> Page 49

de Armas Chair
RAUL DE ARMAS
Also available with arms and in a variety of finish and upholstery options

Vertical de Armas Chair
RAUL DE ARMAS
Also available without arms and in a variety of finish and upholstery options

Cecilia Chair
EMANUELA FRATTINI
Also available without arms and in a variety of finish and upholstery options

Hal Trick™ Chair
FRANK GEHRY
Also available with arms and seatpad

High Sticking™ Chair
FRANK GEHRY
Also available with seatpad

CHP® Chair
ANTTI KOTILAINEN
Also available with arms
>> Page 24

CHP® Barstool
ANTTI KOTILAINEN
Available in bar and counter height

Sprite Chair
ROSS LOVEGROVE
Also available with arms and seatpad
>> Page 24, 36, 37

Cirene Chair
VICO MAGISTRETTI
Also available with arms and fully upholstered
>> Page 22

Gigi® Chair
MARCO MARAN
Also available with arms and seatpad
>> Page 20, 35

Gigi® Barstool
MARCO MARAN
Available in bar and counter height
>> Page 20

X3 Chair
MARCO MARAN
>> Page 24

X3 Barstool
MARCO MARAN
Available in bar and counter height
>> Page 26

Tubular Brno Chair
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
>> Page 21, 45
Side Chairs and Barstools (continued)

Tubular Brno Chair
Thin seat
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE

Flat Bar Brno Chair
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
Also available without armrests
>> Page 32, 33, 41, 44, 48

MR Chair
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
Also available with arms

Four Seasons Stool
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
>> Page 19

Straight Chair
GEORGE NAKASHIMA

Toledo Chair
JORGE PENSI
>> Page 34

Platner Arm Chair
WARREN PLATNER
>> Page 18, 44, 49

Platner Stool
WARREN PLATNER
>> Page 18

Pollock Chair
CHARLES POLLOCK
Also available without arms and jury base

Joe® Chair
JOSEPH RICCHIO

Risom Side Chair
JENS RISOM
Also available in webbed seat only

Risom Stool
JENS RISOM

Tulip Arm Chair
EERO SAARINEN
>> Page 50

Tulip Armless Chair
EERO SAARINEN

Tulip Stool
EERO SAARINEN

Ricchio Chair
JOSEPH AND LINDA RICCHIO
Also available without arms and in a variety of finishes
>> Page 31

Ricchio Chair, fully upholstered
JOSEPH AND LINDA RICCHIO

Ricchio Barstool
JOSEPH AND LINDA RICCHIO
Available in bar and counter height

Ricchio Chair, fully upholstered
JOSEPH AND LINDA RICCHIO

Joe® Chair
JOSEPH AND LINDA RICCHIO

Ricchio Barstool
JOSEPH AND LINDA RICCHIO
Available in bar and counter height
Saarinen Executive Armless Chair
EERO SAARINEN
Also available with plastic back
and tubular legs or swivel base
>> Page 18, 17, 21, 34

Saarinen Executive Arm Chair
EERO SAARINEN
Also available with wood legs or swivel base
>> Page 11, 23, 42, 43, 49, 51

SM Side Chair
PETER SHELTON AND LEE MINDEL
Also available with seatpad
and in a variety of finishes

Spoleto Chair
UFFICIO TECNICO

Handkerchief Chair
NADIAIAD AND LELLA VIGNELLI
Also available with arms
Lounge Seating

Diamond Chair
HARRY BERTOIA
Also available in a variety of finishes and upholstery options
>> Page 4

Large Diamond Chair
HARRY BERTOIA

Bird Lounge Chair and Ottoman
HARRY BERTOIA
>> Page 23

Asymmetric Chaise
HARRY BERTOIA
Also available unupholstered or with seat pad

Bertoia Bench
HARRY BERTOIA
>> Page 45

CB1 Lounge Chair
ERN BLOM
Also available in sofa and ottoman
>> Page 12, 13

Wassily Chair
MARCEL BREUER

Cross Check™ Chair
FRANK GEHRY
Also available without seat pad

Power Play™ Club Chair and Off Side Ottoman
FRANK GEHRY
Also available with seat pad

Florence Knoll Lounge Chair
FLORENCE KNOLL
Also available in settee and sofa
>> Page 6, 7

Lee Lounge Chair
GARY LEE
Also available in settee and sofa
>> Page 11

Stones™
MARILYN
Available in cast stone or molded polyethylene in Adult and Child sizes
>> Page 36, 37, 47

Divina Lounge Chair
PIERO LISSONI
Also available in settee, sofa and ottoman
>> Page 5, 8, 32, 33

Barcelona® Chair
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
>> Page 13

Barcelona® Stool
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE

Barcelona® Stool with Cowhide Sling
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE

Barcelona® Couch
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
>> Page 13

Kosfeld™ Lounge Chair and Ottoman
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
Also available in settee and sofa
>> Page 5, 34, 44

Kosfeld™ Bench
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
Also available in two seat size
MR Lounge Chair
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
Also available without arms
>> Page 13

MR Adjustable Chaise Lounge
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE

MR Chaise Lounge
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE

Pfister Lounge Chair
CHARLES PFISTER
Also available in artee, sofa and ottoman

Platner Lounge Chair
WARREN PLATNER

Risom Lounge Chair
JENS RISOM
Also available with arms
>> Page 11

Womb Chair and Ottoman
EERO SAARINEN
>> Page 3, 23, 46

SM1 Lounge Chair
PETER SHELTON AND LEE MINDEL
Also available in artee and sofa

SM2 Lounge Chair
PETER SHELTON AND LEE MINDEL
Also available in artee and sofa
>> Page 28, 29

Suzanne Lounge Chair
KAZUHIKE TAKAHAMA
Also available in double lounge, artee and sofa
>> Page 36

Salsa Lounge Chair
PETER STAMBERG AND PAUL AFERBAY
Also available in artee and sofa

KnollStudio Visual Index
Meeting Tables and Executive Office

Albini Desk
FRANCO ALBINI

D’Urso Conference Table
JOE D’URSO
Also available with round and square top

Propeller® Training Table Series
EMANUELA FRATTINI
>> Page 24, 34, 35

Propeller® Training Table Series
EMANUELA FRATTINI
>> Page 24, 34, 35

Propeller® Conference Table Series
EMANUELA FRATTINI

Propeller® Accessories
EMANUELA FRATTINI
>> Page 34

Plexus Box
EMANUELA FRATTINI
>> Page 35

Florence Knoll Table Desk
FLORENCE KNOLL
Also available with round top
>> Page 42, 44, 49

Florence Knoll Credenza
FLORENCE KNOLL
Also available in a variety of configurations and four position size
>> Page 49, 50

RL Table Desk
ROSS LOVEGROVE
Also available in a variety of finish, base and material options
>> Page 44

RL7 Mobile Pedestal
ROSS LOVEGROVE

Pascal Conference Table
PASCAL MOURgue
Also available with round, rectangle and bullet shaped top

Saarinen Dining Table
EERO SAARINEN
Available in 36”, 42”, 48”, 60” or 66” round and 78” or 96” oval
>> Page 40, 50, 51
KnollStudio Visual Index

Dining, Low and Side Tables

Laccio Side Table
MARCEL BREUER

Laccio Coffee Table
MARCEL BREUER

D’Urso Low Height Table
JOSEPH PAUL D’URSO

Face Off™ Café Table
FRANK GEHRY
Available in 36” or 48” round

Girard Table
ALEXANDER GIRARD

Florence Knoll End Table
FLORENCE KNOLL
Available in 23½”, 29½” or 35½” square
>> Page 5, 11, 13, 28, 29

Florence Knoll Coffee Table
FLORENCE KNOLL
>> Page 43, 44

Stones™ Coffee Table
MAYA LIN
Available in cast stone or molded polyethylene
>> Page 9

RL5 Round Table
ROSS LOVEGROVE
Available in 42”, 48”, 54” or 60” round
Also available in a variety of finish, base and material options
>> Page 44

RL11 Tri-Oval Table
ROSS LOVEGROVE
Also available in a variety of finish, base and material options
>> Page 44

Barcelona® Table
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
>> Page 8

MR Table
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
>> Page 34

Krefeld™ End Table
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
>> Page 34

Krefeld™ Coffee Table
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE

Splay-Leg Table
GEORGE NAKASHIMA
>> Page 12

Cyclone™ Side Table
ISAMU NOGUCHI

Cyclone™ Dining Table
ISAMU NOGUCHI
Available in 36” or 42” round

Pensi Table
JORGE PENSI
Available in square, round and bar-height
>> Page 22, 34

Arena Table
PASI PANKALAINEN
Available in square, round and bar-height
>> Page 23, 24

Platner Side Table
WARREN PLATNER

Index 61
Dining, Low and Side Tables (continued)
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